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President’s Message 
 

Show season has officially kicked off. Everyone is working hard to put the final polish on their cars to 

get them ready for the many car shows on the calendar.   Some of our members have just finished the 

May Tour, and with thoughts of retirement, perhaps Becky and I can join them next year. 

 

Breakfast at the Swap Meet is looking good, with many volunteers, including myself, offering to cook 

for the attendee’s.   We need to see more members out for this event with some duties on Saturday and 

then Sunday for the event.  Please let Bill and Liz know of your availability. 

 

This past  weekend was dedicated Mothers Day and there was so much to choose from in the way of 

events with many enjoying the great weather and riding in our Vintage Cars. 

 

Don’t forget to stay in touch with all of us by going to our Web Site and by both joining and participat-

ing in our FaceBook page.  Both are great venues to keep in touch with old and new friends. 

 

Remember, there is only one more meeting ‘till our fantastic Swap Meet.   02 June at 730.  See you 

there. 

 

Dave Rogers 

President 
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Visiting Vancouver—Report and pictures by Paul Taylor 

  Twenty-one of our members met at Swartz Bay terminal on April 22 and walked on the 9:00 am sailing.  

Some of us spent the whole sailing in the buffet having breakfast. 

We were met on the Tsawwassen side by several Vancouver members.  We were joined by about 50 Van-

couver members, and we were taken first to the home of Ray Mitchell.  His garage contained four com-

pletely restored cars:  1951 Ford Convertible, 1936 Ford Coupe, 1988 Mustang Convertible and a 1951 

Mercury Monarch.  Plus various interesting collectibles on the walls and so on. 

Next stop was Ricky’s restaurant where the 70 of us had lunch, consisting of a buffet sandwich and salad 

table.  Vancouver treated us to our lunch, as promised. 

Next stop was the home of Ken Findlay, who has a collection of older cars.  Included were a 1912 Oak-

land, 1936 Dodge convertible (needing some restoration), a Stanley Steamer (formerly owned by Cowi-

chan member Vern Wellburn), a couple of Model T Fords, and an old Renault.  There were about a dozen 

other old cars in this garage plus valuables on the walls. 

The third stop was Doug Sutton’s place.  All I can say is, “WOW!”.  The first thing I saw was a four-bay 

garage.  One empty bay had coffee and goodies (just what we needed – more food!).  Three completely re-

stored cars were in the other bays: 1950 Oldsmobile, and two 1930-something Buicks.  Downstairs, there 

was a complete machine shop, with a lathe, grinder, drill press, sandblasting cabinet and such.  Now, on 

to the “Coach House”, which had the projects and parts department.  Under restoration is a 1947 Buick 

Convertible, much like John King’s newest restoration.  There was a 1953 Oldsmobile convertible and a 

1941 Oldsmobile convertible needing a restoration with a for sale sign on it.  Upstairs is the “Parts De-

partment” with various things neatly stored and organized into bins in rows.  The motor from the ’41 

Olds is up there.  I knew that he didn’t carry that upstairs, so upon investigation I found a chain hoist 

attached to an I-beam on the ceiling.  There was a removable floor panel allowing access to the carport area 

below. 

We were returned to Tsawwassen terminal in time to walk onto the 5:00 sailing.  Some of us spent the 

whole sailing in the buffet! 

Thanks to Vancouver Chapter member Gary Hawthorne for putting this together and to the Vancouver 

members who taxied us around. Of course a special thank you to Ray Mitchell, Ken Findlay, and Doug 

Sutton for hosting tours to their garages.  Also, thanks to our Victoria Chapter for picking up the cost of 

the ferry and parking for the day. 

Thanks to the buffets, my diet went completely out the window!    
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Victoria’s 2015 

SWAP MEET 
Sunday June 21, 2015  7 am to 4 pm  Saanich Fairgrounds 

To continue with the success of this swap meet requires membership involvement 

through volunteering.  For outside responsibilities contact Bill Bouchard and for the con-

cession contact Liz Taylor.  If you are unable to volunteer on the day of the Swap 

Meet then consider volunteering to distribute some promotional posters to 

your neighborhood businesses.  Contact Karen or Dave Hilder for a supply of 

posters.   

—————————— 

 Vancouver Chapter member Gary Russell has done considerable research into the matter of travelling to 

and from the USA and put together some information that might be of benefit to any VCCC members who 

regularly travel to the US.  Please refer to some of Gary’s research  below: 

 

Travel to the U S A – Keep track of your days 

 

Many people,  buy gas, pick up parcels and/or keep their boat or RV in the US and travel there on a reg-

ular basis.  Most regular Snowbirds will probably be fully familiar with these rules, but most others who 

just cross the border for a day of shopping, buying gas, etc. don’t seem to be.  Due to the fact that since 

July of 2014 the US and Canada share border crossing information instantly on their computers, the US 

knows exactly how many days any of us spend there, so it is now very important, in my opinion, to un-

derstand their rules. 

  

To be clear – I am not referring to a one-time trip to the US for a vacation.  In that situation you can 

stay up to 183 days.  I am referring to continuous travel to the US on a regular basis for whatever rea-

son.  In this situation you can stay a maximum of only 120 days each year.  BUT only if you have com-

pleted their Form 8840 Closer Connection.  Otherwise, you can be considered a US Resident by the IRS 

for taxation purposes if you are in the US more than 31 days, a year. 

 

 Substantial Presence Test 

 

You are considered a U.S. resident if you meet the substantial presence test for 2015.    The bottom line: 

Do your due diligence and make sure you are fully aware of the Rules as they may apply to you.  If you 

are in the US more than 31 days or parts of days each year, every year, you probably need to file a Form 

8840. 

 

Gary Russell 
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Starfire to Scottsdale—Submitted by Jamie Cox 
 

We arrived home to North Saanich after four days on the road, driving about 1350 miles from Los 

Angeles in the '63 Starfire. We had spent two weeks down there visiting friends and enjoying 

Oldsmobile Car Club events. One of our highlights was our attendance at the Scottsdale Arizona 

Olds Club show on March 28th. There were about 100 Oldsmobiles at the event, with us driving the 

greatest distance, at 1760 miles and another participant driving 1700 miles.  We took 1st place in the 

1960-1970 class of Oldsmobiles, which was a huge surprise. There were about 20 cars in that one 

class. 

 

We had pre-arranged last November, to have a new “posi” installed at a speciality gear shop in Hun-

tington Beach, California. We drove down in late Feb. and this was all done in early March but with-

in a few miles of driving the car after picking it up, we noticed a noise from the rear end that was not 

there initially. We  took the car back to the gear shop that specializes in rear ends and they would 

change everything to correct the noise/phantom noise. We had to leave for key commitments at home 

while the car was being repaired, so flew back, then returned to Los Angeles by air March 26th, two 

weeks later once we had confirmation all was corrected and working well. During that time period, 

our California specialists (see page 5) found and corrected the rear end noise. They had started over 

by completely installing new “posi” and new gears of 3:42 ratio (previously we had used OEM type 

gears of 3:08 ratio), so the car still has original spec gears but new metal.  NO MORE Noise. 

 

While the car was at our friend's place he  rebuilt the carb, treated the engine to a full tune-up, fixed 

loose upper and lower control arm bolts, torqued all of the tires to spec, aired the spare, and provided 

an oil / filter change. The car was more than ready for the 950 mile drive to Scottsdale  

 

 After the Arizona show, we replaced the rubbers and fuzzy strip on the 2 doors, a procedure that 

took us three days.  Then we fixed and cleaned the horn contacts so it works like new! The T3 lights 

were all aligned and aimed correctly.  The finishing touch included washing  the car and fixing  a few 

minor items, including testing the vacuum trunk unit to find our release valve in the glove box wasn’t 

holding the vacuum. So we found another one and that was being sent to us for replacement.  We also 

shopped for the latest “car tools” at Harbour Freight. We spent $$ on specialty items, PLUS items for 

Sherrill at a garden shop and also car memorabilia, including Oldsmobile signs for our friends.   

 

 We put on about 4,000 miles this trip 

down and back.  The car runs extremely 

well now and is just turning 91,000 miles 

on the motor. Typical highway speeds 65 

to 75 mph provided   about 13.5 mpg, due 

to all of the weight and high speeds. The 

tachometer registered just where it is sup-

posed to be, at 3000 for 70 mph and 3200 

at 80 mph.  

 

Our next trip is to the VCCC May Tour on 

the mainland. 

 
 (More on page 5) 
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 FABCRAFT is a privately owned company founded in 1984 by Brad Duerst. Having developed and mar-

keted many products over the years for early Oldsmobiles and Pontiacs, the most recent emphasis has 

been centered on the 1957-1964 Olds/Pontiac 9.3" rear end. FABCRAFT'S 

newly released Trophy Track Special Limited-Slip Anti-Spin / Safe-T-

Track differential is also accompanied by a full complement of components 

for the 9.3" rear end ...including new ring and pinion gear sets, full rebuild 

kits, replacement axles, disc brake kits and many, many more items -- all 

made in the USA. 

  

FABCRAFT has also produced a comprehensive book/manual on the 9.3" 

rear end that enthusiasts are finding to be an invaluable tool in under-

standing, servicing and upgrading their 9.3" rear end....or almost any rear 

end due to the thorough explanation of a differential's functioning process-

es . It should be included in the information library of any enthusiast who 

has a car with the 1957-1964 Oldsmobile 9.3" rear end.  www.fabcraft.cool 

Sunday tour—April 19 to Camosun 
Notes from Harvey Sherman and Heinz Mueller, pictures from Richard Johnson. 

This was a Harvey and Marc tour, with the expert assistance from Patrick Jones.  The original plan was 

to view the new trades building that is under construction at Camosun however as it is still an active 

construction site, it is off limits for tours at this time. (Perhaps another tour?!) 

 

A decent day on Sunday April 19 brought out 17 vintage cars and 7 modern, with 38 people occupying 

those vehicles. 

 

On arrival at Camosun the group was permitted to park without the usual monitoring by Robbins as 

they had suspended patrols for the duration of our visit.  A special thanks to Robbins for this hospitality!  

Certainly there’s a big thank you to Patrick as our group received first-class treatment at the automotive 

shop, along with an opportunity to view and play with the numerous teaching aids in this shop.  

 

This tour for our members reinforced the positive relationship that we have with Camosun College, 

through our Endowment Bursary to the Trades and Technology, Automotive.  
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Coffee, Goodies, and We 
 

The regular refreshment team is Rita Green, Lorna Steer 

and Joan Huddleston. In this picture Jane Thomas has 

joined the team as the regular organizer of Membership Ap-

preciation Night. Just as they quietly handle their monthly 

task, they left this story telling to the Editor! 

 

We’re pleased to serve as a very small and yet extremely im-

portant team that has critical influence at all of our General 

Meetings.  In fact without our resources at every meeting the 

enjoyment barometer would register as a low pressure area.  

 

We are the beverage and goodies people, appropriately re-

ferred to as Chapter refreshments.  We’re ready to have eve-

rything brewing and prepared for the end of the meeting, whenever that could be.  And we are full of ex-

perience, enthusiastically preparing the refreshments for every meeting. 

 

The hot beverage of choice is coffee, a quality decaffeinated product.  Then there is the hot chocolate that 

is either served straight up or mixed with the coffee. Cookies, cakes and seasonal treats are on our shop-

ping list but often we get encouraged to bake a very special item.  It’s interesting how members can de-

tect the home baked item as these always disappear first!   

 

Here’s some trivia about our coffee for meetings.  In 1968 the price for a cup of coffee at meetings was 5 

cents.  Then two months later the price went from 5 cents to a whopping 10 cents. Since those earliest 

days the price of brew at meetings increased to 25 cents but now, thanks to our sound financial picture 

the refreshments are available free.  A deal for all of us.    

 

So there we are, a core few of us who are pleased to bring beverages, goodies and all of the necessary 

hardware to meetings.  Quality products and friendly service, that’s us. 

 

Somerset House 
The request came to us for one car to participate at the 

Victoria Heritage open house on April 15 at Somerset 

House on Dallas Road.  The request was for a vintage 

car to be parked in the front circle drive. Heinz took 

the request and was there with his Model A.  

 

Heinz reported that he thoroughly enjoyed the after-

noon saying that “it was quite an affair, good food and 

lots of people in period attire”. He received a nice 

thank you and an invitation to return for a lunch or 

dinner with Mary. 
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Sunday March 15 

Wet.  Our Sunday run on this March 15 exceeded the oc-

casional damp day in Victoria, absolutely no question 

about the wet scale on this day.  When it comes to this 

second Sunday after the first Tuesday there was a rea-

sonable quantity of hardy members out for the run, will-

ing to challenge the low pressure area and hit the road.  

 

The 16 mile run started with our drive past many of the 

flower streets off Marigold before heading toward the 

Blenkinsop Valley and then through Mt. Douglas Park to 

Cordova Bay Road for almost all of its length. Then it 

was on to the Fowler-Sayward roads, crossing the high-

way and to Oldfield, turning at Keating and stopping at 

the Butler’s property on Keating Cross Road. 

 

It seemed like a good idea at the time to have this run split into three sections.  There was the 50 mi-

nute drive, the garage tour and refreshments at Steve and Sharon Butler’s, then the ending of an early 

dinner at Brentwood Bay’s Bleue Coyote Pub.  

 

 I’ll bet that Butler garage never smelled and looked so good. The tables were covered with table cloths, 

and complimented by plates of sweets and pastries. Sharon Butler was the congenial host and Anna 

Meyer, a previous Chapter member, was assisting. 

 

 Vehicles on display included a fully restored 1966 Mustang on the hoist and under that car there was 

the T Bird, body off but mechanicals near completion with the restoration. In a separate garage there 

was a 1926 Cadillac limousine that had Dunsmuir family history, on loan for our visit.  Steve’s 1934 

Packard requires significant work but when completed he will have a first-class vehicle for his collec-

tion. And there were other interesting vehicles. 

 

Following our refreshing time at Steve and Sharon’s property a number of our group went for an early 

dinner visit to the Bleue Coyote Pub in Brentwood Bay.  The true early dinner fans gathered in the pub, 

most of us enjoying the roast beef dinner special. 

 

A little wet, but a great day. 
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May Tour—Story and pictures from Paul Taylor 

Most of our Victoria contingent to the May Tour in Abbotsford travelled on the 9 am ferry on Friday 

May 8.  Our route to tour headquarters was along the back roads route down to White Rock and then 

up into Abbotsford.  We were there in good time for registration and to be on the bus for the early bird 

tour to Shady Grove, where there is a collection of old cars, antiques and just things.  

Following our early bird tour we checked into our hotel, the Sandman with a “King Suite”. The it was 

dinner at Denny’s before heading to the meet and greet.  

The meet and greet was at the Ag Rec Centre, with co-chair and former Victoria Chapter President 

and member Jack Woolard greeting us.  Catching up with fond friendships, sipping wine and nibbling 

on goodies rounded out this evening. 

Saturday morning it was off to the Rec Centre for the 

start of our tour, with people split into two groups. 

Our group left at 9 for the East Tour through historic 

Clayburn and Straiton.  The roadways wound through 

the farms and fields to Chilliwack Heritage Part and 

the Atchelitz Museum.  (Think completed and 

groomed Heritage Acres!) The judging took place at 

this destination park, so we had the opportunity to 

walk about and view our tour cars plus all of the old 

equipment and collectibles that was offered at this 

museum.   

We returned to the Ag Rec Centre for a hot lunch and a vintage fashion show for the ladies.  Guys had 

the opportunity to take in some tech talks.  The remainder of the afternoon was open to relaxation. 

Dinner at the Ag Rec Centre featured a full buffet without the calories.  Entertainment for this even-

ing was “Bernie and Red”, the same  folks who were at our awards banquet a few years ago. 

Sunday morning we left at 930 on the “West Tour” to a private collection at Canmor Farms.  This 100 

plus acre estate is home to a thoroughbred horse breeding business with a large home and about as 

large a garage with 7 doors that opened to reveal a collection of fully-restored cars.  Most of these are 

hot rods but there are a couple of vintage vehicles as well a other collectible items of interest. 

 We came back to our headquarters for another 

great lunch and then the opportunity for two self-

guided tours. I offered to navigate on both of 

these tours for our Olympia WA friend Ron Moon 

in his 1927 Moon Roadster. Our stop on our tour 

was at Doug and Paula Taylor’s home that fea-

tured a garage full of restored cars, including two 

’56 Chevys (one a hot rod and the other a vintage 

convertible), a ’57 Ford retractable, 1 ’49 Mercury 

convertible, a Corvette and three other Chevro-

lets.8 
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Leaving the Taylor’s we crossed a bridge to Mission for a tour of the restoration shop of “Rumbleseat 

Restorations”, where there were several cars in various stages of restoration. The projects nearing com-

pletion were a 1932 Cadillac V-12 and a 1936 Lincoln Limousine.  

We all came back to the eatery for another wonderful buffet dinner of prime rib and all the trimmings. 

The catering on this tour was excellent! Following dinner John Carlson presented the restoration judg-

ing awards, with our own Jamie Cox receiving a First Place awards for his very nice 1963 Oldsmobile 

Starfire Convertible. During the evening many of us registered for next year’s May Tour to be held in 

the Okanagan, based in Kelowna. 

The way I figure it, once we have paid our ransom to BC Ferries to get off the rock, well why hurry 

home? After the farewell buffet breakfast on Monday morning, Liz and I, along with Jamie and Sherrill 

Cox went out to the Harrison Hot Springs Resort for an additional two nights. From there we drove out 

to Hope for a walk out to the Othello tunnels, then we came back into Hope for lunch at the Home Res-

taurant, one of our usual touring stops! Back at Harrison Hot Springs, my brother and his wife joined 

us for a couple of days of relaxing in the hot pools, wandering around town and dining in the luxurious 

surrounding at the Harrison Resort. 

Home on the 13th, safely and with no car problems.  Another fine May Tour!   

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Ladies, L to R:  Liz Taylor, Dolores Stevens, Diane Kemp, Sherrill Cox and Jane Thomas. 

Gentlemen, L to R:  Don Stevens, John King, Paul Taylor, Jamie Cox, Gordie Thomas, Richard Maki and Tom Fisher 
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Happenings, etc: 

 

Sunday runs:  Sunday May 17 Hosted by Heinz Mueller    

    Sunday June 14 Hosted by Jane Thomas    

    Sunday July 19 Hosted by Vinettes 

 

General meetings: Tuesday June 2    

    Tuesday September 1 

Swap Meet— Sunday June 21,   7 am—4 pm.   

Ice Cream run is Tuesday July 7, leaving from McCall’s parking lot at 730 pm. This ice cream run is 

organized by Liz and Paul Taylor.  Free ice cream treats at the end of the run, compliments of our Swap 

Meet. This is the date for our regular meeting night, so ice cream in lieu of a meeting!  And there is no 

meeting in August. 

 

 

 Advertising Assistance Wanted 
 

 A number of members have asked for rate details and I’m providing the info required for members to 

complete the sale of ads and forward payment. This means that any member can now “sell” Vintage 

Car, Roster and Web ads, assisting with club revenues and consequently minimizing our dues. 

 

If you know of a reputable supplier to our hobby and successfully enlist them as an advertiser, forward 

their cheque, business card and layout information to the VCC Advertising Coordinator.  For a limited 

time a donated $20 Tim Horton’s card will be forwarded to you. 

 

The Vintage Car magazine is distributed to 1300 members 6 times per year throughout B.C., who own 

an estimated 5,000 vintage and modern cars and trucks.  Our members take great pride in their vehi-

cles and are always interested in quality suppliers for their needs. 

 

Thank you for your assistance with this and with leads for potential advertisers. 

 

Jim Carpenter, VCCC Advertising Coordinator.  car@telus.net   800-414-4462-4 
 

 The following information was forwarded by Patrick Jones.  The information was given to him by 

the seller and Patrick has not viewed the items. 

Two running boards for a Model T or A. 22 1/4 X 28 side to side, 11 X 10 3/4 front to back, height 

14. One has a notched area at the bottom back.  Made of oak.  Also two truck heaters, both of them 

are from the 50’s. One is GMC and the other a genuine Ford accessory.   The seller’s name is David 

White, dakit@shaw.ca 


